WRITTEN TESTIMONY REGARDING THE PROTECT ACT (BILL NO. S.B.1059)

My name is Kyle Lamar Paschal-Barros (A.K.A. Deja L Paschal), PRVR
TO MY MOTHER/SPONSOR/ARRAIGNMENT I HAD RESIDED BRIEFLY AT TERRITORIAL CONN,
AND I WHILE HEARTFELLY SUPPORT THE PROTECT ACT, AND ALL OF ITS
PROPOSED PROVISIONS. THIS IS NOT BECAUSE THE FACT THAT THE ACT
WELL - I HAVE NO DOUBTS THAT SOME MISINFORMED AND MISLED PEOPLE
WILL MAKE SUCH ILL-INFORMED ASSUMPTIONS - (IF MISCONSTRUED) "FACIL" FOR
THESE OF US CONTINUED TO THE CUSTODY OF THE STATE. I SUPPORT IT BECAUSE
IT CREATES HUMANE CONDITIONS WHICH THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH REFUSES TO
PROVIDE. I ASK FOR A MOMENT OF YOUR TIME AND CONSIDERATION TO SHARE
TRUTHS REVEALED BY MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCES. AS YOU WELL KNOW FROM
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY AND JUVENILE FINDINGS REGARDING YOUTH AND JUVENILE
AND THE BRAIN DEVELOPMENT OF THE AVERAGE MALE I WILL NOT
WASTE YOUR TIME BY RECAPTING IT, HOWEVER I ASK THAT YOU KEEP THIS IN
THE FOREFRONT OF YOUR MINDS WITH EMPHASIS THAT WHAT IS KNOWN APPLIES
OR REGARDS THE AVERAGE MALE OR IN OTHERWORDS NONDISABLED MALE. NOW I
ASK "WHAT ABOUT US WHO ARE ALSO PLAGUED BY CO-OCCURRING MENTAL ILLNESSES?"
AT THE BEGINNING OF MY EXILE TO THE CUSTODY OF CICOC, I WAS
NINE DAYS SHOFT OF EIGHTEEN. I FACED THE STRESS MOST PRETEEN DELINQUENTS
DO WITH THE AFFIRMED KNOWLEDGE I WAS INNOCENT; MY DAUGHTER WAS DUE
TO BE BORN, AND KNOW ONCE AGAIN A FAILED SYSTEM WILL CAUSE MY CHILD
THE PAIN I ENDURED AT THE LOSS OF AN INCARCERATE PARENT. SHORTLY AFTER
I WAS STRIPED ARBITRARILY OF THE RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND PROTECTIONS
AFFORDED FROM YOUTHFUL OFFENDER STATUS. TO THIS VERY DAY THE WORDS
OF HONORABLE JAMES R. GAMBICHO THAT THE CHAOTIC MEANS I WAS ALLEGED
TO USED TO SEEK HELP AND THAT "I HOPE YOU LEARN DURING YOUR INCARCERATION
THE PROPER WAY TO ASK FOR THE HELP YOU NEED." I HAVE NO SHAME

CONTINUED ON BACK
I SHOULD BE KNOWN TO SUFFER MULTIPLE MENTAL DISABILITIES. THESE VARY
DISABILITIES CAUSE THE SAME DIFFICULTIES AS AN UNDERDEVELOPED BRAIN. YOU
SEE I'M NOT AN "AVERAGE MAN" LIFE HAS GIVEN ME OBSTACLES THAT SOMEONE WILL
BE STEPS THAT ELEVATE ME TO AN ACCOMPLISHED CITIZEN. SO I ENTERED CTDOC'S
MORE THOROUGHLY: 1) AN ALIENED CRIMINAL; 2) AN UNDERDEVELOPED BRAIN;
AND (3) MENTALLY DISABLING. I COULDN'T (OR AT THIS TIME STILL CAN'T)
ADJUST TO A "HEALTHY PERSON LIFE," HANDICAP AND INTELLECT HAS ENLIGHTENED ME
TO SEE IT AS A CAUSE OF THAT TRIPLE CURSE." DESPITE THE DOCTORS EMPLOYED
BY CTDOC, THE DEPARTMENT EITHER FAILED TO NOTICE OR DELIBERATELY IGNORED
THESE FACTORS. I WAS TREATED AS A DEVELOPMENTALLY MATURED NONDISABLED
MALE AND SUBJECTED TO ORCHESTRATED SOLITARY CONFINEMENT, WHICH DOES NOT EXIST
SUCH AS "NORMAL." IT WAS TO USE A FISHERMAN TERM "CATCH AND RELEASE"
BACK AND FORTH, IN 8-OUT-EACH STAY BECOMING LONGER AND THE MORE MENTALLY
DISABLING IT BECAME. DEPRESSION, HABITUAL SUICIDE, FREQUENT STAYS ON
IN CELL RESTRAINT, SUICIDE ATTEMPTS, IN FACILITY HOSPITALIZATION, NO CALLS,
NO VISITS, NO FREQUENT MAIL. I BECAME SO DISABLING MY ACTIONS MY
BRAND MENTALLY NARRATED: I'D HEAR "AND DON'T GET UP, HE WALKS TO
HAS TOILET." YOU GET THE PICTURE. I DREW PORTRAITS AND HAD FULL BLEWIT
CONVERSATIONS WITH THEM, TO THIS DAY WHEN THOSE MOMENTS ARE RECALLED
THAT ALL I REMEMBER. CTDOC HEAVILY MEDICATED ME AND I WAS PRACTICALLY
MINDLESS. EVENTUALLY MEDICATIONS WERE REDUCED BUT THE DAMAGE IS DONE. I REMEMBER
THE SAD DEATH OF THE SANDY HOOK SHOOTER AND THE DISGUST I FELT TOWARDS
THE SHOOTER. I ALSO REMEMBER SOCIETY'S REACTION: EVERYONE ASKED
"WHAT WENT WRONG?" ONE THING ONE IS FORCED TO DO SO TO RESIST
THE DAMAGE (TO SOME DEGREE) OF SOLITARY CONFINEMENT IS CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICAL
THINKING. MIND YOU I'VE CONTINUOUSLY DONE WHAT MON GIANNUCIO SAID
I'VE ALWAYS ASKED APPROPRIATELY FOR HELP STILL DO, HOWEVER NO SUCCESS.
I started to recall other tragedies, Penn State mass shooting, Grammy Music Award mass shooting, etc., and found the first common factor in the tragedies everyone asks "What went wrong?" on one of the rare occasions I got to speak with an officer (I will not disclose their names because it may get them in trouble) I share this, they told me about an article in Harper Magazine that was in the staff bubble. That day during trash collection I saw a Harper Magazine in the trash bin and retrieved it. Lucky as it was the same one. I read the article and found the next common factor to the tragedies the shooters where found to have mental disabilities that people failed to notice where unstable; the third was each had in some manner been socially isolated i.e., Penn State shooter was a bullied individual. The Sandy Hook shooter isolated himself in his bedroom in the dark playing video games that stimulates violence; the last and most significant common factor is nobody ever asked "What's going wrong?" The reality is this: there are a lot of mentally ill inmates subjected to solitary, most are expected to someday re-enter society. The Protect Act must be passed. When will those the people elect not only ask "What is going wrong?" but also take the needed steps needed to stop things from going wrong. There is an old saying, "Hurt people, hurt people." Who is truly responsible in these tragedies? The neglected, victimized, mentally disabled individual to who's disabilities severely destabilized and now turn victimized the innocent, or the ones who ask what went wrong? Instead of what's going wrong? And with the power to create means to stop what's going wrong? You have the power. And the corrective means are before you. I'll conclude this.
THE THEORY OF "SIX DEGREES OF SEPARATION" SHOULD NOT BE IGNORED. ANY PERSON ON THIS GLOBE HAS SIX PEOPLE WHO TOGETHER CREATE LINKS AND NODES TO ANOTHER GIVEN PERSON ON THIS GLOBE. IT'S A FACT THAT EACH AND EVERYONE OF YOU HAVE SIX PEOPLE OR LESS WHO CONNECT YOU TO THE SANDY HOOK SHOOTER AND THOSE WHO PASS AWAY. HOW MANY MORE TIMES WILL WE AS A NATION ASK WHAT WENT WRONG? AND WHEN WILL WE ASK AND PURSUE THE ANSWER TO WHAT IS GOING WRONG?

PLEASE HELP.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND CONSIDERATION

RESPECTFULLY,

Kyle Lamar Paschal-Barros
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